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OLMC Students Exceed Expectations in Food Drive
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Once again, OLMC students and
families respond! Our Student Council
hosted our annual Advent food drive
and set a goal to collect 1,000
nonperishable food items. In just three
weeks, they collected 1,216 items and
365 pairs of hats, mittens, and socks.
All items were donated to the East Bay
Food Pantry for local distribution. Our
students make a difference in the lives
of others!

Upcoming PTG Events
Family Fun Nights
Feb. 9: Valentine’s Family Dance,
hosted by Gr. 3.
April 13: Candy Bingo, hosted by K.
May 18: Science Night, hosted by Gr. 1
Fundraisers
April 6: Comedy Night

Congrats
January’s
Students
of the
Month!

Kindergarten: Madeline Amaral - Belmore and Oscar Romero; Grade 1: Gia Perry;
Grade 2: Madeline Usher and Nate Davis; Grade 3: Thomas Usher; Grade 4:
Nicholas Grover; Grade 5: Andrew Curtis.

Kind Hot Cocoa & Cookies
The Student Council hosted
a hot chocolate and cookie
treat for the student body
during Catholic Schools
Week. They also acted as
Special "Kindness" Agents for the student
body. The Student Council members left
anonymous, uplifting messages for all the
students. They gave high fives and spent
time during lunch with a variety of children.
The council members also held a small
breakfast and made treat bags for the
teachers. The members wanted to show
their appreciation to the teachers for all
they do at OLMC.

2018 Science Fair Winners
Grade 6
1st Place
Daniel Vittoria
“Multitasking: Help or Hinder?”
2nd Place
Julia Rensehausen & Hannah Rezendes
“Tune Into Testing”
3rd Place
Nathan Paquette & Thomas Swift
“The Five Second Rule”
Grade 7
1st Place
Haley Cloutier & Emily Reynolds
“Let it Grow”

Mrs. Janet Maloney

Principal’s
Corner
Dear Parents,
Catholic Schools Week just wrapped up and what a great
week it was! The central focus of the week was to showcase the
value of Catholic education and pay tribute to the wonderful work
being done in our school by our students and teachers who serve
God and live according to the Gospel.
While our week was filled with excitement with many fun
activities, I am proud of our students for also focusing on our guiding
mission. Together we prayed a living rosary, attended Mass, and
exhibited acts of selflessness. As we moved through the week, I
witnessed students congratulating others for winning, sharing their
knowledge, assisting others when needed, and spreading words of
kindness. This is the value given within Catholic education; to use
every opportunity to live according to the values set forth by Christ.
Thank you to all who made our Open House event very
successful. It was a team effort with many volunteering their time and
talent. While we used various marketing tools to promote our school,
our best promotion is word of mouth. So let your relatives, friends,
and neighbors know how great our school is and bring them for a
visit.
Yours in Christ,
Mrs. Maloney

2nd Place
Kathleen Smith & Carly Vedro
“Do you See what I See”
3rd Place
Nathan Simas
“How Sanitary is Blowing out Candles?”
Grade 8
1st Place
Althea Vedro
“Color Comparison: How Hue Affects Heat”
Tied for 2nd Place
Mia Padula & Nora Prendergast
“One Mind Many Colors
”Brooke Ramella & Grace Swift
“Bacteria’s Got Jams”
3rd Place
Riley Letendre
“I see your Stroop Colors”

Our First Lego League
Robotics team recently
competed in the state
championships held at
RWU. They had a great
time, competed well, and
had the best jerseys! Well
done Octonaunts! Many
thanks to coaches Mr.
Urban and Mr. Almonte and
mentors Julia Almonte,
Abigail Ferreira, and
Christina Vittoria.

about Jesus as a child, and understanding that he was just
like them in many ways. It has been a very busy month and
they are enjoying all of the Catholic School Week fun!

Pre-K 3
Pre K 3 has had a lot of fun since we got back from our
Christmas break. We are becoming familiar with many of
our numbers and letters. Our theme this month has been
about snow and snowmen. We have enjoyed listening to
many stories on this topic. One of our favorites was, The
Biggest, Best Snowman. We even got to go outside after it
snowed and tried to make a snowman. It was a lot of fun.
We have been very busy with our fourth grade
partners learning new songs and taking Valentine’s
bouquets for our Franklin Court friends. At the end of the
month we had fun with all our Catholic Schools Week
activities. Some of our highlights were making cards for our
priests and the people that keep us safe every day at
school. We enjoyed making and eating pancakes and
being in our pajamas all day!
Pre-K 4
Pre-k four has been learning all about the Antarctic. We
learned that there are only 2 land animals that can survive
in the coldest place on earth all year round, the Weddell
Seal and an insect called the Midge. We also learned that
only 2 types of penguins live in the South Pole in the
summer months, the Emperor and the Adele. The Emperor
is the tallest of the penguins and is taller than almost all of
our preschoolers. We’ve also been learning how the
Emperor Penguin can survive in the coldest place on earth.
We continue to work on our early literacy skills. We started
the story of The Shoemaker and the Elves and are learning
about top, middle and bottom as well as parts of a whole.
We continue to work on our letters and numbers. Our
students of the week have been Sam, Brooke, Bella and
Anthony. And Happy Birthday to Griffin and Mason!
Kindergarten
The kindergarteners have been skating through
January! They have met alpha friends Fifi Fish, Larry Lion,
Iggy Iguana, Pippa Pig, and Gertie Goose. They are
building short i CVC words and love challenging
themselves with longer words. They are writing in their
journals and adding punctuation. The new theme in
reading is all about weather. They have finished learning
about all different types of graphs and about probability.
They finished learning about equal parts and fractions.
They are now moving on to addition and are very excited
for this new challenge. They have begun a science unit on
penguins and are enjoying all the different penguin
activities they have completed. In religion, they are learning

Grade 1
January has been cold and wet but inside OLMC's first
grade classroom it has been warm and bright! The
students were busy learning and practicing new skills. I am
always amazed at their growth and positive attitude. We
discussed what it takes to be a winner and their comments
were super. "It's our goal to try, try, try", was in our first
pocket chart poem in September and applies to being a
winner. They also came up with, "You need a big plan so
everyone knows what to do." They are really an amazing
group of students.
In math, they learned place value of numbers to one
hundred and writing numbers in expanded form. We read
about Martin Luther King, Jr.'s dream and wrote our
dreams to make the world better. We talked about Baptism
and had many questions for Fr. Steve when he visited our
classroom. They continue to expand their knowledge of
composition and are beginning to build short paragraphs.
Catholic Schools Week was a blast with so many fun
things going on! Thank you for all you do to help our school
be a great place to work, learn, and grow.
Grade 2
January flew by in second grade! This month, we set 2018
resolutions for helping ourselves and helping others.
Officer Buckle and Gloria helped us set the tone for a
SAFE year with their entertaining review of safety tips in
school! In science, we have been learning all about sound
– how humans hear sounds, what kind of waves result in
certain sounds, and the workings of the human ear! Math
has brought a new challenge with subtracting 2-digit
numbers with borrowing! Our students are working very
hard to master the skill and I am endlessly impressed with
their math enthusiasm. In reading, they have been learning
about responding to reading through writing. Students have
been working hard to use complete sentences, text
evidence, and personal thoughts when they write about
reading. As a class, we are reading (and loving!)
Superfudge by Judy Blume. We love funny books! 2018 is
off to a productive and blessed start – here’s to the second
half of the school year! Next up…learning cursive
handwriting, counting money, telling time, and learning
about cause & effect!
Grade 3
Third grade has had a wonderful start to 2018! We are
eager to host First Friday Mass in February, where
students from our class will participate in various ways. In
writing, students crafted five paragraph writing pieces,
detailing their goals for the new year and how they wish to
achieve those goals. In reading, they are learning how to
identify the main idea, take notes, and respond to what we
are reading. Additionally, they have also worked to identify
story structure, including characters, setting, and plot.
Lastly, in math, students continue to learn their
multiplication and division facts with enthusiasm! Pretty
soon, we will be moving onto another third grade math

skill- fractions! The third graders have enjoyed participating
in Catholic Schools Week, and almost beat Miss M in the
teacher versus student challenge! We are looking forward
to all of the learning in store for us in the second half of the
school year.
Grade 4
January has been a busy month! We enjoyed Catholic
Schools Week. The 4th grade students had fun making
slime, building marshmallow and toothpick structures, and
building cup towers. We also enjoyed sharing special
snacks with Kindergarten and Pre- K 3. We have been
studying hard too. In religion we have been studying the
Commandments. We finished our “That’s Amazing” theme
and are now reading about “Problem Solvers.” The focus in
math is statistics and probability. We are studying verbs in
English. In social studies, they are continuing to study the
northeast region of the United States. In addition, they are
studying physical science. Due to concerns about the flu
we did not make our January visit to Franklin Court. Our
next visit is scheduled for February.
Italian: The students are learning additional -are verbs and
they are practicing conjugating them.
Grade 5
During the month of January, the fifth graders learned the
concept of probability in math class. They enjoyed playing
games such as flip cup and inside the box to make
probability more interesting. In religion, the students
learned about the sacrament of Anointing of the Sick. In
writing, the students wrote about their favorite things at
OLMC and what they enjoyed about Catholic Schools
Week. In social studies, the students continued learning
about the thirteen colonies, and each student was
assigned a colony. The students completed a research
project and presented their findings to the class. In
science, the students learned about the states of matter
and enjoyed doing science activities that included physical
and chemical reactions.
Italian: The students are learning -ire verbs and how they
differ from the other groups of verbs. They are also
learning to conjugate them.
Grade 6
Literature: The class read an excerpt from the
autobiography of Jean Little titled, Little by Little. Jean
Little wrote about a time in her childhood when she
switched schools and fell prey to bullies. It wasn’t all bad
however, because Jean made a new friend who introduced
her to the local library which became her place of refuge
and sparked her career as a writer. Students also read a
graphic story titled, Street Magic, which explores the
problems that immigrants face from bullies in their
neighborhoods. In response to the two selections, students
wrote and illustrated their own graphic stories.
English: The students studied possessive nouns and
wrote free verse poems in preparation for Catholic Schools
Week.
Religion: The class continued its study of the Jewish people
as they settled in the Promised Land, the land of milk and
honey. Students learned about a period in Jewish history

referred to as the time of the Judges, which led the Hebrews
to anoint Saul as the first King of Israel.
Science: Students have been taking a look back at geologic
time. This allows students to be able to see how fossils play a
key part in the discovery of species and allows us to see how
animals have adapted and evolved over millions and millions
of years. We have recently finished our first science book and
we are moving to our next book, Astronomy. Students were
also preparing for science fair, which took place on January
31.
History: The students have been learning about the
Phoenicians and the Hebrews. Studying this topic allows
students to see how trade helped the Phoenicians and
Hebrews build their civilization along with how religious
beliefs played a part in their culture.
Math: The students are learning about fractions. We are
starting to adding, subtract, multiply, and divide
fractions. Then we will move onto solving equations using
fractions.
French: The students are learning vocabulary for foods and
drinks in French, and they are learning about French food
culture.
Grade 7
Literature: The class began reading the novel, Bearstone, by
Will Hobbs. This narrative is a coming of age story told from
the perspective of a Native American teen whose mother is
Ute, and whose father is Navajo. Students researched totem
poles of both tribes and created a drawing of their own family
totem pole.
English: The class wrote essays for the Rhode Island Right
to Life organization. Congratulations to Ben Curtis and Emma
Vedro who were 2nd and 3rd place winners!
Religion: Students have been learning about how God is
merciful and gives us laws out of love. They always add great
thoughts to class discussions about topics we are studying.
Science: We have been learning about characteristics of
seed plants, gymnosperms, and angiosperms. This topic
allows students to learn how gymnosperms produce naked
seeds and angiosperms produce flowers and fruits. Also,
students are able to see how seeds are transported and
dispersed around the world. On top of this, the students were
also preparing for our science fair which took place on
January 31.
Civics: Students have been working on the power of
congress. This allows students to see what powers congress
has along with how their powers are limited.
Math: This past month the students were working on
inequalities. We also have been reviewing for upcoming
midterms. After midterms, will be focus on two-step
inequalities.
Pre-Algebra 7: This past month the students were working
on rational numbers. We also have been reviewing for
upcoming midterms. After midterms, will be focus on
equations with rational numbers and variables.
French: The students are learning about French food culture
and they are working on creating their own menus that they
will use to create their own dialogues in French.
Grade 8
Literature: The class read John Steinbeck’s classic
novella, The Pearl. The class discussed the many themes

and strong use of symbolism throughout the narrative.
Students then worked on creating videos of the plot’s main
events from point of view of Kino, the protagonist. The
class identified major cause and effect episodes and put
them together as a reminiscent piece, as seen through
Kino’s eyes.
English: The students wrote essays for the Rhode Island
Right to Life organization. Big congratulations to Brooke
Ramella who won first place!
Science: We have moved onto balancing chemical
equations. At first students were having difficulties but in
the end they were able to complete and finish college level
equations! Students were also preparing for science fai,
which was on January 31.
Religion: Students are learning about the Bible. This
includes the different books, divisions, and scholars. The
students will also be taking the ACRE religion test during
the first week of February.
Algebra: We started graphing exponential inequalities. The
students have been working on solving expressions using
negative and zero exponents. As we move forward, the
students will be learning about the quadratic equation.
History: The students just finished up learning about World
War I. They created projects based on communications,
uniforms, and propaganda. We will start to learn about
the Great Depression and the crash of the stock exchange.
Latin: The students are learning about adjectives and how
to decline them in accordance with nouns.
Art
Pre-school: Students have continued to create alphabet
art. This month we have made “M” mouse, “N” night, and
“O” owl. They have also been creating winter art including
mittens, snowmen, and hot chocolate.
Kindergarten – Grade 2: Students have been
creating some chilly creations. They made pastel drawings
of hot chocolate including foam marshmallows. The
second graders learned about placing a shadow on the
tabletop to make the cup appear, but it is really sitting on
the
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table. Some of the students made silly penguins made out
of construction paper. These penguins were very creative,
wearing scarves and hats with pom-poms on top.
Grades 3-5: Students have been working on their mid year
self portraits. They will complete three self-portraits during
the course of the school year; we will be able to see how
the students have grown artistically through the year.
Middle School: Students have been hard at work! Some
of the students created drawings of their own shoe. The
objective was to draw exactly what they saw instead of
drawing what they thought a shoe looked like. The
students had to shade their drawings trying to get a variety
of shades to create a realistic rendering. Other students
worked on realistic drawings of an animal of their
choice. The students used colored pencils and references
to create realistic drawings.
Music
Lower Elementary: We began the New Year with bean
bag activities & coordination skills in a series of songs,
games, dances & activities that develop rhythm & tempo
awareness, listening skills and language. All the children
really delighted in these activities.
Grade 5: The students have been working on activities for
mallet instruments. Songs, poems and children’s literature
will be incorporated into these lessons.
Grade 6: The students continue with their drumming circle
incorporating new skills in the concept areas of beat and
rhythm.
Grade 7: Guitar has moved on from simple guitar chords to
reading notes and playing melodies.
Grade 8: Guitar students continue to work in their methods
book playing notes and beginning to learn full chords.
Recorder class continues in their methods books adding
new notes and songs in every lesson.
Chorus is getting ready to “Rock Around the Clock” this
spring.

Mrs.Vedro-Torres, graduated from Rhode Island College with a degree in early
childhood education and special education. She has worked in early childcare for the
past eighteen years and has been teaching preschool at Our Lady of Mount Carmel for
the last seven years.
Mrs. Vedro chose to go into early elementary education because she has always
loved working with young children and helping them to learn as they grow and become
independent. She enjoys the feeling knowing her students will be kindergarten ready at
the end of the school year. She also enjoys teaching at OLMC because she loves the
small family community where all the students and teachers know each other by name
and are always ready to lend a hand, give a caring word, or help when needed.
Our preK-4 classroom is an engaging room designed specifically for this age. Created
by Mrs. Vedro, different areas are designed for different goals and objectives with bright
displays of student work or seasonal imagery. While there is a defined curriculum for this
level, Mrs. Vedro values outside play so she schedules time on the playground twice a
day (weather permitting, of course!).
In addition to her classroom duties, Mrs. Vedro also coaches the school’s crosscountry team and the spring running club. She enjoys spending time with her family –
especially on family game nights! She also enjoys reading, fishing, camping and anything
else that has to do with the outdoors!

"What lies behind us and what lies before us are small matters compared
to what lies within us." ~ Ralph Waldo Emerson

